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-William E. Poole presents his award-winning interpretation of legendary home styles. -Romantic

cottages and getaways. -The essence of luxury and grandeur. -Full color throughout. -Homes from

1,900 to 5,795 square feet. -Complete construction drawings available separately.
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Pleased

I had this book and lent it to a friend. I never got it back. I was so happy to see it still in print.

I came upon the reviews for "The Designs of William E. Poole" when I was searching to see if

perchance Mr. Poole had produced any new books since being named an official designer by

Colonial Williamsburg. I couldn't let the "Beware of Mr. Poole" review go unchallenged, because it

contains a number of inaccuracies. My husband and I have in the past worked with an architectural

designer to enlarge and remodel our current home. In addition, we own property in Williamsburg,

VA, in a newer planned community that requires us to build in selected historically accurate

architectural styles (and which recommends Mr. Poole's home designs). As a result, I have studied

a LOT of plans from a wide array of designers and architects. Mr. Poole is one of the best for homes

in historic styles. I've seen some of his homes (from the outside) and they look even better in person



than they do in the renderings in the book. It is NOT true that you must build Mr. Poole's homes

exactly as they are shown. Mr. Poole -- like virtually every other architect whose plans are available

in books -- permits you to modify the plans as you please (for your one home only) PROVIDED

YOU BUY THE REPRODUCIBLE VELLUM PLANS. They are several hundred dollars more than a

single set that can not be altered, but for that money you buy the right to alter the plans to suit you.

Information on buying the plans is included in the back of the book and this policy is explained quite

clearly there. You are NOT required to use Mr. Poole's firm to make the modifications, either -- you

have the right to hire any architect or design firm you choose to have modify the plans. Regarding

the "small, dark, rabbit warren" assertion the reviewer makes, I suppose you would have to say that

if your idea of a good home design is one in which the living room, dining room, kitchen, and family

room are all together in one huge wall-free space, Mr. Poole is not for you. However, in virtually all

of his plans, kitchens are open to family rooms and dining rooms and living rooms open to each

other, to the foyer, or to the family room. There are also plans where the living rooms and dining

rooms are a bit more private, too. No matter how hard I look, I don't see a "warren." As a woman, I

particularly appreciate Mr. Poole's attention to closet space and his generally large and wonderful

utility rooms, most of which contain areas for drip-drying clothes and even for ironing.

Mr. Poole has been a longtime advocate of the return of historic accuracy in the building industry.

His designs have won many awards and are historically accurate - keeping in mind today's

concerns such as indoor plumbing! I have been watching and reviewing Mr. Poole's designs for

many years - dating back to his days as an architect in Cary, N.C. My husband and I have chosen

one of Mr. Poole's designs for our new home, have had it modified to meet our needs with no

problems, and will soon begin construction. The person who wrote the review indicating that we

should all beware of Mr. Poole and his staff sounds as though it is a case of sour grapes. If an open

contemporary design is what they are looking for, they should go elsewhere. Mr. Poole's designs

are for those who desire something unique and tasteful and not the "cookie cutter" homes so

frequently found these days in new developments. I would highly recommend any of Mr. Poole's

designs and his staff.

This isn't your usual review ... I got this book from the library & have found it very useful for making

unique gingerbread houses. Loved this book, it's very inspiring. Usually with most house plan books

my imagination has to work a lot harder



While researching home plans for possible construction, we came across Mr. Poole's book at the

recommendation of a local builder. The book contains a wide variety of styles --- something for

almost every size and taste. The designs and "flow" of the homes fit almost exactly what my wife

and I were looking for.I have looked at many books containing house plans...for the money, no other

collection I have found is as complete and matching of our needs as this one.Highly

recommended!!!

I came across this book at the library, where most home plan books are in black and white and

boring. Poole's designs are traditional, yet unique and has a good variety! Plus, the color pictures

and messages with each house make them much more realistic and vivid. This is the only color

house plan book I've found that I love! If you're looking to build a house, at least check this book out

at the library. You will want to buy it after you read it!

The designs of William E. Poole is a compilation of Mr. Poole's designs ranging from small cottages

to baronial estate homes. most include first floor master suites, gourmet kitchens and bonus rooms

over the garage. Exterior detailing is exquisite and always true to the root style of the design.

Interiors are designed for our modern lifestyles. If you are looking for traditional designs, particularly

in a larger home; this collection is a must.
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